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Music is a great force of the soul* It is a seekio^
after the better ideals in national life and the settlonent of
questions involTing the national and the social conditj)ons of our
nation. The study of the history in the different countries shov
that men are powerful, not because they are captains of industry,
not because of the possession of wealth, but because they are
leaders in tJoe domain of the science of nations, economics and
arts. This is the center of the national lifts of the nation and
it is gradually growing to be one of the greatest national centers
of the world.
Confucius may not be a great music^lL (Mxaraoter but he has
the grandest national ousic, shades of national opinion^ every
economic theory and one policy are represented. The splendid
leader Confucius insists in one of his boolcs called "Lu.I" that
eyeryone should keep this "Lu.I" to the "Music of Union".
In city life one will meet people from every part of the
union and from every part of the world; we will meet them under
circumstances most favorable for pleasant intercourse. The noise
of machinery or the shouts of traders cannot dis'iturb the conversa-
tion of music. Our people enjoy meetiqg Confucius, his scholars
-1-
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and t}» represautatives of associations for th.9 advancamant of
kaowladge and wit. It constituted a great pleasure' and profit for
those living during his time. In "Lu. I" Confuscius speake only
from the standpoint of nusic. He ss^s music has a charm that can-
not be analyzed or expressed in words; it has a power that moves
and uplifts generations of men and woman. Art does not singly pro-
duce pleasuxB and enJOTmeeit, it also stimulates the conscience,
moves the will aixd is strongly impulsive towards high and noble
action. Whatever stirs up and sets on fire the hi^er emotions
creates action which gives health and joy to life. '.Vho has not
listened to music until the emotions rose and fell liloe the billows
of the great sea swept by the storm. It was not mere sound, nor
was it entirely harmonious sounds. It was the fine expression of
the musician or the singer that captivated the minds and souls of
I
those ^0 listened. The musician, liloa the painter, must, by the
1
warmth of his imagination released from the bondage of self, lose
self-consciousness and find a better understanding and a clearer
vision of life and ^vb tnis Icnawledge and conception expression in
song and msic. Music has a wonderful power in human life. When
we listen to music we are siezed with an iiq^ulse for motion and a
passion for harmony in all movements. Our mind n^oves to a higher
plane of thinking, our emotions are alive for heroic deeds.
I
The musical art of a people whoi^resent one-fifth of the
earth's population oug^t to be studied not only for the salce of
1. Language of Music, H. G. Edw<3a*cls 16:345 Lay 1911

esthetic pleasure but also in the interest of scientific knowledge.
CMnese laaaguage represents the speech of humanity's
childhood. Our ideographic texts still hold fantastic suggestions,
yet more primitive heiroglyphs, from which they were evolved, repre-
sent a stage in the art less removed from picture-writing tlxan the
'
deootic texts of Egypt. Where modi float ions or reforms of any sort
reveal themselves, we do not seem really to have penetrated far
below the surface of the vast ancient life. In spite of the teach-|j
ing of Loatsen, Confucius and the Buddhist priests, the religious
heart of China today Is tliat of primitive man. The religion of the
great kingdom is still the artless religion of ghosts, tha ances-
tral family colt, the worship of the dead. The most ancient poets
I
of China speak of music as the "echo of wisdom, the manifestation '
i of the laws of heavexi , the mistress and mother of virtue."
I
Music is the expression of the union of eatrth and heaven,
'^ith music and ceremonies nothing is difficult. Music acts upon
the inner nature of man aiiu urLU^o iv into co:aiection with Mm
spitit. Its principal end is to regulate the passions. It teaches
fathers and children, princes and subjects, husbands and wives
their reciprocal duties, and the sage finds in music the rules of
! ills conduct. I
Music is the langua-^'© v/hich enables man to give expres-
I
sion to his emotions. If we are sad our tones will betray the fact.
I In moments of ^oy our voices sound out hi^ and clear and our words

flow rapidly. In anger our a^eech is powerful and threatening; in
fear and reverential timidity, gentle and modest; in love, without
rudeness. Every passion has its peculiar mode of espression and
good music mast provide the fitting tones. Each tone must answer
to its nature and ma'Ka itself apprehended. Tones are words of a
musical language. Chinese music points to an early recognition of
the scientific fact that musis is intimtely related to the emotion
al nature of man.
Our people have ideals of tradition, of permanence, of
racial habit, quite different from those accepted by our standards
of progress and original development. Notation, rhythm and desiga
have remained for ages immutably the sajne. In ancient China musio
was a privileged amusement of the higher classes and it has always
been under icqperial supervision.
J
Part I.
Chinese Llusic — Past and Present.

Chinese music is entirely unlilce the western music. Yet
it is a well regulated, aysteniatic art, built up throu^ centuries
and always -written and perfonned according to rule. But the only
difference is that the rules are the same now as they were a thous-
and years ago and, liiqe everything elee in China, the tendency is
to keep to the good old ways rather than attempt any imtried and
radical reforms.
Chinese music is played according to tlie memory of the
musician and his own ideas of interpretation. A musician varies
the performance as his best ^udgmont dictates and strings, reeds or
brass may break in at almost any time. To do things like that and
escape with life calls for a slcilled musician.
Chinese music is concerned not so much with thought as
with emotion. Much of it ma^' be rendered on m.e lisckkeys of a piano.
The Chinese is more esthetically in^ressed by seeing than by hear-
ing expressions of emotion. In most of the terrple theatricals
sound is still represented only by motion and pose.
The Chinese have sox^s for every conceivable occasion;
for tie lalTorers at their toil, the maidens at their tea-picking,
the weavers at their weaving loom, songs for tJti planting of the
rice and the grinding of the meal, songs for the paddler, for the '
street vender and for the advertising of the business firms of the
city.

6i;
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The begiixning of modern music in China cane with the in-
j|
troduction of Christianity. The western music used at all mission-
ary gatherings has unmistakably left its mark on the popular music
of the nation until one hears occidental airs in places remote flom
missionary influence. Most of this music represents Christian
hyims translated into Chinese and set to the familiar tunes lizard in
the Christian nations but much of it stands simply for Chinese
songs set to the religious music haard at the religious conventions.
Music is taught in all Chinese Christian schools but the voice is
I
accompanied by the foreign organ and piano. The voices of Gninese
j
have been developed during the last ten years and some of our
I
American friends have been kind enough to say that s<xn8 of the fe-
male voices have developed qualities that can caii5)are favorably
with singers in the west. The principal course is devoted to vocal
and instrumental training.
I The Chinese music is queer to occidental ears, yet it is
the gradual development of a period that began many thousand years
ago. The Chinese take it very seriously, as is evidenced by the
fact that tliere is a pez*manent Bureau of Music in China. This
Bureau was founded during the Shun dynasty, approximately three
thousand years ^fore Christ and through the centuries has had the
I
task of con^osii^' music, designing instruments, adjusting one to
the other, and arranging public performances.
1. Chinese Music, A.M. Bud, Illustrated Torld 25:3^3-4 May 1916

The reason for the lack of appreciation v^ich one side of
the world has for the music of the other lies in the different pro-
li
. cesses cf development. In the west the goddess has ^iven her atten-
tion to the development of hamony and icelody, while in China she ij
has talaan a more restricted gamut in it, giving cognizance to quart-
i
er tones, has fastened her attention upon incomplexities ofrhythm,
simple melody and the tonal q^ualities of Chinese instruments. As
a result the Chinese thinks that the "tuning up" which western or- '
chestras do before a performance is by far the best part of the
show, v\hile to our ears the most finished compositions of the east 11
i are merely a dream filled with the banging of bontangs, the shriek-
I
i'
ing of jins, and the howling of their sepulchral horns.
The average Yankee is prone to jeer, making light of this
I
"
'i
I
strangp thirig which he does not understand. It is a matter of edu-j
!
cation, however, and if this same Tan'KBe had been reared in the in-
terior of China and had heard nothing but oriental music for the
^ first twenty-five years of his life, he would jeer just as loudly
I
when he listened to the syn^hony oz^-ao. orchestra.
The origin of Chinese music is found in that common char-,
acteristic of all primitive peoples, the association of iLoiise with
I
movement. All these years they have clung to this idea, elaborating
upon it, yet scarcely ever passing beyond its limits. The Chinese
I
people cannot move without the accompaniment of some noise. The
I
I
j boatman sings a ceaseless dirge as he travels, scsaping his paddles
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on the scows. The paddlar with his donkey-cart has bells upon th«
shafts of his wagon ^ich clang as trayels. A Chinese mn will
always sirig as he wor^s or moves. Thsy all have the idea of co-
ordination of noise with movement carried to the extreme. Chirks*
music has not accomplished a great deal towards the giving of music
its ri^tful,, dignified place in the life of the nation. One would
naturally suppose that since the government dictatea the religious
policies of the coimtry, music would assume an in^ortant place in
the rites and ceremonies "but this is not the case. TSo music of any
kind accompanies their worship, the nearest approach to this being
the "Hymn to our Ancestors", \.^lch is played and sung when a Chines
is buried. The total number of selections in written form we bave
today is relatively small, the right of composition having been re-
stricted to the members of the Bureau appointed for this purpose.
In regard to the designing of musical instrumsnts, the
Bureau has been more successful* there being seventy-ei^t differ-
ent instuments in use in China today. Besides the drums, of whi^
there are about eighteen standard shapes and sizes, the queer
stringed instrumants are in the majority. Owing to the failure of
the Chinese to discover the merits of catgut, the strings of these
contrivances are made of silk or of metal and they are Invariably
shrill in timbre. The arrangement of strixigs and frets varies con-
siderably from that on trje violin or guitar because the Chinese
scale is radically different from the western scale.
1

The Chiziese scale as illustrated "by the gamut of tbs Jin,
|
an iBstrunsnt of seven striiigs, embraces a ninth. The middle string
is talsn as the tuning string, like the" A'* string of the violin,
!
"
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and the two adjacent strings are tuned each a fifth from it. Each
i
of the outer strings is tuned a fourth from the ultimate string
within the system, so tl&t there is a major tone, an interval tone,
less than a minor third, and the major tone in the fifth. The
Chinese have the interval entire, vtiiile the western world divides
it into two unequal parts. This gives the Chii^se scale six full
tones, which they subdivide into quarter tones.
"iThen Chinese music receives its first txyout, every mm-
ber of the orchestra plays the same note, for there is never any
attempt at part-writing. The reason which the Chinese advance for
having monre than one Icind of instrument in the orchestra is that
the tone qualities of musical instruments differ. '.Thile all hands
are busy sawing away at the same set of notes, the Chinese gets
his interest and delight from the blending of the different brays
and squeaiks. This is absurd exaggeration of the melody and the lack
of harmony in the Chinese music. The real fundamental in the part
music is the rhythm Midiich the Chinese has left out.
The origin of Chii^se music is "Primitive Music". It
I
divides into three groups; first, those systems which have no bear-'
ing at all upon our music; second, those vt^iich indirectly influence
ours; and, third, those which diredtly influence ours.
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Chinese music belongs to the first division. It is in-
teresting merely as a distinctive type of ancient music. Music is
the oldest of the arts. In fact, it began when man discovered
speech. Among ancient peoples music was practised with song and
instruments long before the arts of sculpture and painting came
into existence.
The Chinese had the most cozsplete musical system of any
primitive people but, liice everything else, it soon became so con-
ventionalized and bound up with formalities that further develop-
ment was precluded and music in China has i^ver passed beyond its
earliest stages.
According to history, our nusic began in the reign of
the Emperor Fu-Hsi (2852 B.C.). Prom about the time of the "Yelloi
En5)eror" Hung-Ti (26^7 B.C.), their musical theory and practice
began to assume something of its present form. Modern Chinese mu-
sic dates from the Tang Dynasty. The Emperor Shun (2255 B.C.)
composed the piece called "Tu Shao", which sixteen hundred years
later so deeply moved Confccius that for three months he did not
Icnow the taste of msat. That the great restorer of ancient virtue
himself realized the potency of music, we can ^udge from his sage
remarks about it. He is recorded as having written:
"There are two important things vihich should exist in
well ordered society, ceremonial order and music."
.
1
1
1
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In ancient Chinese philosophy music was held not only to
give pleasure but to be the chief corrective to undvie and ill-
regulated pleasures. One of the most popular stringed instninsnts
was given a character ^ioh had the same sound as the word "prohi-
bition". Thence arose the idea that music symbolizes the prohibi-
tion of anything iinpure, until at length music cane to be synony-
mous with "purity" of the human heart. However. paradoxical it nay
I
seem, during the time of Confucius (about 550 B.C.) the true old
j
I
music began to be less practised and three hundred years later it
j
was lost beyond recovery in the reigii of the vandal Emperor 3hih
Hung Ti, the destroyer of books. It is undoubtedly true also that
music bedame a lost art owing to a lack of proper notation.
The speculative character of the Chluese mind is shown in
their musical theory. The octave was divided into twelve parts by
Lu-by Linghn. The story is told that as Linghn was one day wander-
ing in the forest he was attracted by the eong of a male and female
phoenix bird, which sounded respectively the six odd and six even
tones of the octave. These tones he straightway fixed by tuning a
separate bamboo reed to each note. Later the reeds were superseded
I
by more durable materials, such as copper, marble and Jade. In
characteristic Chinese fashion, these were given quaint names, such
as "Forest Bull", "Great Frame", "Luxuriant Vegetation" etc. Tm
intervals of these lu nave been accurately measured but none is in
tune with western scale. This primeval kind of scale was altered
<I
I
1
I
I
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by each succeeding dynasty until, during the great Ming reign in
tba fifteenth century, all half-tones were excluded and the penta-
lanic scale, usually considered the characteristic one, resulted.
It is neither major nor minor.
'.Vith customary union of art and politics, the individual
tones of this five-toned scale were given the following names:
Do - Kung . The Empe ror
He - Shang Mini st or
Mi - Chiao People
3ol - Chin Affairs of State
Lu - Fu Material Objects
These five tones were also interw)ven with the mistical
and significant number five, vihich corresponds to the five planets
five points of tlie compass, five colors and five elements. The
idea of the Chinese in connecting music with natural phenomena was
to embrace all phases of the universe—heaven, earth and mankind-
in one grand and noble cosmic art.
A more complete translation of the significant meaning
of the tones of the pentatoaic scale is given in a paper on Chin-
ese music.
The five notes are in heaven the essence of the five
planets on earth; they are the soul of the five elements, in man
they are the sound of his five organs, thus: Do, the spleen;
Re, the lungs; Mi, the liver; 3o, the heart ;and Lu, the stomach.
i1
1
1
1
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TMs idea was also carried out thus: Bo, the earth j its symbol,
a
Prince; its nature, faithfulness; its taste, sweet; its color,
ysllow; its business, thought; its position, control; its length,
eighty-one ; its sound, heavy but easy, liice a cow lowing at drink-
ing water; it is founded on union.
Re is mineral; its symbol, a minister; its nature, right-
eaasness; its taste, pungent; its color, white; its business, with
speech; its position, westerly; its length, seventy-two; its sound,
clear and quiclc, like a sheep having lost its coo^anion. It is
founded on expansion.
Me is vegetable matter; its symbol, a subject; its nature
love; its taste, sour; its color, green; its business, appearances;
its position, eastern; its length, sixty-four; its sound, defen-
sive and careful, lilsB a pheasant lifting on a branch. It is
founded on courage
.
Sol is fire; its symbol, affairs; its nature, worsidp;
its taste, bitter; its color, vermilion; its length, fifty-four;
its sound, overflowing and quiclc. It is founded on independence.
Lu is water; its ^mbol, things; its nature, knowledge
j
its taste, salt; its color, black; its business, heairing; its p03i-|
tion northern; its length, forty-eight; its sound, scattered and
hollow, like a horse neighing in the desert. It is founded on
putting forth.
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The great Beethcfven had such a distinct sense of tone or
key color that ha often transposed pieces sent to him for criticism
and h«lp, putting them into more pertinent iceys.
About the time of the Tang Dynasty, a seven-tone chro-
matic scale was invented. '.Thile very ingenuous it remained only a
theory and was neither used in ritual nor in popular music.
The system of notation known as the "Kix-igchih" was in-
vented during the Sung Dynasty (960-1126). It is eijuivalent to thi^
**3ol fu" system. It cacae from the northern Chiao Dynasty, a race
related to the Manols and Manchos. This was a little before (juido
(d 1050) invented the staff and introduced tha use of syllables.
Thus we see that the Chinese had the complete nanes for the diaton
scale six hundred ^ears before it was coinpleted in Europe.
RJiythraically, there is nothing very definite about Chin-
ese music. There are two chief marlcs to indicate rhythm, one of
?ftiich is "pan", the other, a circle {0)"Yen". It was told that
the (0) was used later in Europe when the first time si^atures
were being evolved. It was the pioneer of mark "C", which denotes
4/4, or what we call "common time". The cross, or "pan" was place(.
beside accented notes, the circle beside unaccented ones. ThUls
marks were introduced in the tenth century A.D., along with "Kung
Chih". This system is so arbitrary that a Chinese must hear a
tune played before he can execute it and a tune is seldom played
the same in different localities.

In Oonfucius ceremonial music there are no tims marks.
Each note seems a bar in itself, so long drawn out is tbe effect.
Chinese music has always been in unison; there is no parl^
singing. An interesting point is the practice of the Buddhist
priests v*io, while they all Keep the same rhythm, are permitted to
use the intonation best suited to th.eir IndiYldual voice, wiien
(Wanting in the tent>le service.
Chinese melodies have a peculiar, wandering character,
since the important thing to the Chinese ear is the tone color, or
timbre, rather than the systematic progression of individual tones
Threr are eight different tone-colors, depending on the naterial
from which they are derived,— skins, stone, metal, baked earth,
silk, gourd, wood or baiaboo.
Chinese music divides itself into two groups, religious
and popular. Of the two, the latter is negligible for tiiis study
as the music of the street and t}» "sing-song" A«4iich we hear on
every hand is notoriously low and comparatively modem. The form-
er, however, is ancient and practically identical with the Con-
fucius ritual and so demnds attention.
The purity and antiquity of ritual music has been care-
fully guarded. All the "rubrics" in connection with the religious
services are based on strict tradition and a special board of of-
ficers see to their proper observance. The most in^portant cere-
monies were those devoted to the worsidp of heaven and earth at
1n
i
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tlie winter and suranar solstices respectively and those to Confucius
and lesser departed saints and prophets during the summer and
autumn. In the days of the monarchy, the emperor was the president
of the "society of the learned" under whose auspices these festivals
are held. He is supposed to be always present in person.
The actual Confucius ceremony at Kanlcing takes place in
the tenple dedicated to the seer. The main features of musical
interest are the stately "Guiding Llarch", played as the celebrant
(in former tines the Excperor) passed through the two gates of the
temple to the altar and "bacic and the advances from "Kym to Con-
fucius". At the secoxii gate the priest leaves his secUn chair and
walks to the temple at a slow and stately pace. A bandof fourteen
musicians and eleven ensigns and umbrella bearers predede him. Dur-
ing this time the "Gruiding March" is being played. 7/hen he enters
thB tenpie tiie masic oeoses aua profound silence reigns. Everybody
Is in hia place, singers, harpers, sheug players and s^^i^l drums
are arranged on the v/est and east sides within the ten|:le, the bell
and stone imstruments, fluteci and larger drams being outside. In
the marble terrace are thirty-six dancers divided into two groups,
one on the west, the other on the ea.3t. In front of each group
Stands a leader who carries a kind of banner with which he guides
tlie movements of the group. In front of tlae chanters in the teiaple
are two dragon embroidered flags. Tnen the "Hymn to Confucius" is
started these flags are raised.
1. The Chinese Recorder Vol. L. II, July, 1S21.
1-
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The Hymn is the only oue simg while the celebrant is
actually at the altar. It is extreraely long, consisting of six
strophes, or verses. Pour of these are acconpanied by ceremonial
dancing. The six verses sl^ify respectively :-
Ist. The reception of the appraaching spirit (the Ohinese
believe that spirits in whose honor a ceremony is
performed descendtf from heaven to receive offer intjs
prepared for tiem}
.
2nd. The first presentation offerings.
3rd. The seconi presentation of offerings.
4th. The third presentation of offerings.
5th. The removal of the viands.
6th. Escorting the spirit back.
The IVL, or key in which the "Hymn" is intoned varies ac-
cording to the lunar calendar. At any event, the range in Con-
fucius worship is always small because Confucius was the exponent
of the "Doctrine of the l!eua". Hence, no extrenss are permitted.
The range never exceeds one octave. Tlae astronomical phase seems
to take precedence in importance over the musical. To the Chinese
ear this i s of little consequence. '7e can imagine the feelings of
an occidental choir, when about to render. solemn anthem, being
requested to transpose it down a fifth because the phase of the
moon had changed.
The instrumental accompaninsnt to this stately ceremonial
is ancient and curious. Bach strophe, or verse, is started by a
single heavy me taj^Jbgl3^^ich_l8 iritmediately answered by a heav;

stone chime. These two instruxoents always work in pairs. The tuns
itself is played on small gong-chimes combiised with smsdl stone-
chimes, plucked stric^ed instruments, flutes, ocarinas^ clappers
and sheng. At the end of the verse a drum is h eaten thrice and
answered "by two other drums. After the sixth verse the "tiger-box"
Is beaten three times.
The most important instruments used in the ritual are tha
ohing, sometimes called king, a set of L-shaped stone-chimes made
of black calcareous stone, himg from a cross-bar in a framwork and
struck by means of a hammer. They vary in size from the single big
slab used to start the hymn to the sixteen slab ir^atrument with
which all the tunes are accorq^anied.
The sheng is the most interesting Chinese instrument and
frcm our point of Iriew, the most important, since it is the proto-
type of our reed organ. The body was originally a guard but nowadays
it is a lacquered wooden indtation, into which seventeen tubes of
five different lengths are inserted. The arrangement of the tubes
is more for beauty than anything else as the height of any tube doei
not affect its pitch. The hollow gourd has a mouthpiece )i^ich givei
the instrument a pecxiliar tea-pot-like shs^e. Unlike other wind
instruments, it is sounded by sucking in the breath instead of blow-
ing into it. The amount of pride in the sheng is ver;^' great, and
if a player cannot be procured a coolie is often hired to carry a
druraiqy in a ceremonial procession. The shszig is the oldest and
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almost the sole reprssentation of the "free single reed" family.
A single specinen iorported into Russia gave tte Daaish professor,
Krongenstein, the idea of applying its principle to the reed organ.
Another ioportant ritualistic instrument is the fti, or
*^tiger-box". It consists of a con a© nti onallzed tiger of wood on a
wooden box three feet and a half in length. Across the tiger's
back is a series of twenty- seven say'-like projectiotis. Ths player
strikes the tiger three tines on the head after each strophe of
the 'Bynn to Confucias" and then runs the stick rapidly three tizoes
down the spine. Sach instruoent is played in groups of tiiree
rhythmic pulses.
Some of the common secular instrunents besides the vari-
ous types of flute are the yong chin, a trapezoid box with sixteen
sets of wires, which are struck by two baoiboo rods. This is very
commonly used in the "^ing-songs" and the hu chin, thatwe 11-known
four-stringed fiddle with a cylindrical body, which is played with,
a bow paissing between the strings. Every artistically inclined
house-boy owns and manipulates one of thBse. Besides, there are
the myriad types of drums.
While other primitive peoples united their music with
poetry and dramatic action, the Chinese developed theirs independ-
.
ently and adhered to such formalities that thsre is no artistic ''
inspirational element in it. Further, there has been little
scientific investigation aasU no thing of theatrical value has been
contributed.

About the period of Pa-shl's relga a system was invented
of the division of the active into twelve semitones represented by
twelve '*lus'*, or bamboo tubes of different lengths* On old great
ceremonial occasions the chanting was done in the "Lu", corres-
ponding to the month. Any note may oomroence the octave(from the
fifth to the fifth)
.
The earliest scale used to correspond with present west-
em music was C, D, F, A, which about two hundrsd years after-
wards was enlarged to seven notes by the inclusion of F sharp and
B. This was again cancelled some tins later and the scale reverted
to C, D, F, Gr, A, which has remained until today.
The notation of Chinese music is peculiar and ingenious
for, although no value is attached to a note, yet vague signs are
sometimes used to give a suggestion of time.
At the Confucius ceremonies the chant was given as
follows:
This chant is accoii|}anied by shengs, gongs and drums.
The vocalization is strange and imreproducable, some being united
throughout, not altogether as unattractive as one might imagine
from his description but rather soft and plaintive.

There are roughly about seventy different Instrumsnts
used, wblch include dnans, symbols, chines, gongs, flutes, bells,
lutes, guitars, the shen^ and the laiin. The first ioipression of
musical lifd appears to he the very large part played by the drum.
Drums with marriage processions, drums at funerals, "drum towers",
x« every evening vast drums of six feet diameter are beater
against the powers of evil.
Chinese dr^ons are aiymbolio in maiiy ways. At the Con-
fucius tensile in Peking are ten old stone drums naade for the Em-
peror Chu-lmng {669 B.C.), and it was supposed by aany authorities
to have been actually beaten in religious ceremonies but people
say now that they were only carried round as symbols. Afterwards
they were engraved and placed in their present position.
The religious rites at the temple include much music,
necessitatiiQg sonswhat large orchestral drums, trumpets and string-
ed inst rusBnt s .
|
Tnese dnuns are of two descriptions, one about three feet
in diamster, imde with a long handle and carried by a priest with
another priest to beat a aLow note of intonation generally B. The
other isahi^hly ornate drum of some proportions, the sicin always be|
ing nailed on instead of being braced with cords. A treatise on
drums was written in 660 A.I)., giving over one hundred symphonies.
The trumpets used are of various forms and sizes. At the
aforementioned temple one hears the deep roar of great oylindrical <

instruments having a pull out tube, the whole resembling somevt^at
a fantastical coach-horn; eight of these large trumpets are used,
four with each choir.
vnoBix it is closed they stand about four and. a half feet
high and about double length v^n opened out. The broad end is
sons five or six inches in diameter and by shortening the length ofj
the expanding tube, the note is modified and mde shriller. Chin-
j{
ese cymbals are of very good worlonanshlp, though the secret amalgam
i
is lost to all but a few families. It is generally supposed that
|
the old secret cymbals were confounded of eigbtyene per cent copper,
with nineteen per cent tin. The sheng is of enormous interest his-l
toricaLly, as it is the original idea of our present perfect organ.
It is qxiite a small instrument about a foot long, having a circular'
air chamber, from which fourteen reeds of different lengths lead, '
each having in it a valve opening either up or down, and thus ans- ,
wering to pressure or suction a mouthpiece in the air -box. I
The last and most perfect form of instrument manufactured,
by the Chinese is the Chin. This is a four-sided sounding -box. with
one side about half the length of the opposite side, over which is
suspended a series of strings in threes, after the manner of the
present day. The symbolic side of the chin is very interesting.
Its inventor called it the shin, meaning restriction, as its influ-"
enee was to restrict evil passions and to soothe the spirit. The
chief parts of the instruiomili were designed after national laws,
jj

the length was originally in inches, corresponding to the days of
the year. The five strizigs were the fi've elemsnts. The rounded
body represented the heavens aad the pegs, irrespective of strings,
stood for the moons.
The sanhien is a two stringed guitar, very roughly made
of hamiboo, the small drum being covered with snalgs skin. It is much
used by poor people, mAio tune it to the fifth interval.
The music stone has already been mentioned and one can
only add that it is exclusively a tenple property.
Street bands are comizDn and one meets them in every quar-
ter of a big city. Their ensemble is comprised of drums, sauill
truiqpits, cymbals, and a sort of wooden rattle not i]41ike the mod-
i
i
i
em bones.
Tlie religious system of China, including parts of the Li-
Ki, or book of rites, shows how largely music enters into the na-
tional life of China. From earliest timss, according to native
records, music was forbidden to moumeBs. Musical instruments were
always interred with emperors, as during the dynasties of Chen and
Hun.
While in mourning one does not talk of music. In the same
record we read of Confucius that after the sacrifice of Felicity,
he began to handle his cither during the first five days, witriout
however producing perfect sounds out of it, and ten days later he
jj
played the pipes and sung. The Chinese character for the cithern '
is t he ssane as the Japanese use for it. Should they h»re Buddhistic
1
1I
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ceremanies perfarmed and sung with, sua accompaniment of "bamboo flutes
with silken strings, tl» local officers would interfere with severity
and put a stop to it. One can see how the local officers delighted
to hold up the poor Buddhists.
In conclusion, one can only say that in all probahili^
within the neoct ten years a modern spirit will have invaded China
i and a western musical system will have banished much of this old
world music. As it stands it is not without interest, and the study
ij
of its travel across Asia, its differences in different localities,
and a con^arison of it with Egyptian and £iuropean music would anply
repay the student.
As with all ancient races, the maslo of th« Chinese was
in close affinity to their religion, and the symbolism of the for- \
mer is worth nothing. Music, say the Chinese, is the harmony be-
tween heaven and earth, and they therefore rest their musical ideas
on tvt principles, the natural production, represented by unity,
j
i.e., heaven, and that ^x^ich man evolves, or plurality, i.e., earth.
Again, the five notes which originally constituted their ji
scale were called after plantts. The number five seems to have
I
I
I
originated from a combination of three, the symbol of heaven, and
j
two, that of earth. Fuh-shi was a great reformer and a most clever
I
I
ana aoie man, and he evolved a system of music from the primitive I
I
1
j
state in which it existed and is reputed to be the inventor of the
modem type of lute and lyre. It is said that he hoped the people
iI
1
1
might be so charmed mth music as to be auablad to baar mora chaer-
fully the burdens of life, with its many changes of ievelopmeat and
enlargemaat. The next we hear of music having assumed a more char-
acteristic form was under the direction of Huang-ti, who gave names
to certain notes and fixed upon a root bass note. Passing to the
period when the Eo^ror Yoo died, tbe people mourned for him three
{|
years, during which time musical instruments between '*four seas"
were stopped and stored away.
l|
In the boOiC of rites, "Li-ki", the prohibitions stgainst
music while in mourning were ratber aumevous, from the remotest
agea into which this literature of the En|)ire allows us to penetrate.
Now tills very conservative and severe rite would naturally have
I
chaclced t.ie progressive flow of music as an art, and when this bud-
ding art was under state auxjervision, a3 it has been from time im-
menorial, the bureaucratic influence stopped any form of iionovation.
One woxiders \^at our early symphonies were like, and no doubt tbsy
||
were most remar^ble as Confucius was said to have fasted for three
I
months after hearing a certain piece.
|
In ancient times our people placed a very hi^ value on
the art of music. In fact, a loio.vledge of sounds was said to be so
closely connected with the science of music that men possessi^ auci)^
a knowledge were fit to perform the duties of rulers.
The religion as a system of China will show how deeply
the sonae of music was implanted in these people at this time.

During this dynasty, at l3urial» of royal persojtiages the maical in-
struznants which had been played by the deceased wore placed inaide
I
the grave suad the ritual states that this was for the piarpose of
gratifying the soul: of the dead with dulcet tones.
j
The present musio is of two distinct Icinds* the arouthsrn
and the northern scales, quite distinguishable by the people. These
kinds are each divided again into tko sections, ritual or sacred
music, and theatrical rnusic. All time is coromon. The scale nota-
jtion and instnutnants are dealt with further on. Although the Chin-
ese music may sound horribly inharmonious, yet it is wonderfully
I
I
;
emotional. The reason Chinese music is not attioned to western ears
may be defined as (1) the untempered and unchanging scale of this
eastern music, and (2) the lack of proper and necessary atmosphere
essential for grasping the emotional possibilities of such music.
The Awakening of China. i
'
I
I
The diffioulties which the leaders of modern Chi.-ia ha^vsis
in educating for a democracy one-fourth of the hitman race, — a whole
nation emerging into a republic. A common Coolie of the street
often sa^' 3 "It's a great change for all of us within the last few
i years. Although I can neither read nor write, you and I are both
free and equal. I am a citizen as you are." The birth of a new
patriotism and national conscience has not only brought an expecta-
tion of a better social order among the scholars of the new China,
I
but it ms also awaioaaed the oonsnon people aod brouglit liopes of &
good tim abaad.
The huge factories of Shanghai and Tientsin, Fu-Ohow,
Gaoit on and Naicing, from which every night, after long hoars of hard
labor, emerge thousands of men, women and children, malce it appar-
ent that a nation of fanners is changl^ig from the primitive agri-
cultural age to the modern industrial age.
In popular education Chiiia has reverenced the classical
scholar for ages but has had no schools for three hundred years.
She suddenly decided in 1905 to inaugurate a graat system of virestem
public education, middle school, high school, technical school and
university.
In many cities the gods of local temples were cast out in-
to a nearby river to make room for the apparatus of the public
school, desks, blackboards and maps. In most of the large cities
we have the primary schools for the boys and girls, high schools
and colleges, udiich include both normal schools and medical colleges.
Yovmg men, especially student groups among the educated
oiass of China, have tbe new ideals of marriage and of home life
instead of the old customs which had been arranged fot tbsm. '7omen,
too, have a new conviction of freedom. Following the woman suffrage
movement, for the first time in our history women took the public
platform and vociferously discussed political and social questions.
1I
Counectad vith these questions Is that of whole soma
recreation. In the tine of the Confacius civilization, play had
a Tez7 smll place. One of the noted Chinese daid, '^The Confucian
Idaal was that the father should naK:o his son an old man as soon as
possibla." There was no play for the prospective scholar, only long
hours of tedious study and a dignified 'behavior, befitting a member
of the "literati" class.
Until recently, there was but one sphere of activity open
to Chins se woman and into this they were forced to marry. There
^
have been societies of young girls pledged to resist t2ie will of
their parents and common usage and never marry. '/Vithin the last
few years China has awakened so maay women to earn their living and
fulfil their destiny in other ways. Thay have devoted their lives
to the teaching and healing professions, as well as becoming nursaa
and wives.
During the past sixty years there has been a great exten-
oion of shipping along the coast, rivers and canals of China and
many railways have been built. All of these developments have re-
saltad in the changing of trade lines, the abaMonment of old routes
for new ones. The modern commercial methods are extended and the
introduction of the national spirit has resulted.
The ancient system of education and its content, the grad-.
ual decadence of the sdiools themselves, the growth of the system
|j
of literary examinations as the msans of providing candidates for

governaBEit positions, followed in more recent times by modiflcatiQaa
in the subject matter of the examinations and finally l>y the aboil-
|
I tion of the examination system, all fill the period from the really
I
old to the really new education in Ch.ina.
j
j
After the war with Japan the realm aroused not only the
I
scholars but the Eiqperor himself, who forthwith became an ardent
i ll
student of western arts and sciences. The demand for the new learn-
ing became so great that in eighteen months all modern schools
throughout the country, viiiether under ^-overnmant or mission auspices
or private control, were overcrowded and such, in fact, has been
I
the condition ever since. Litoratux^ was ^read around the country*
Chang-Cliih-Tung o;2t lined a coiqplete system of schools and indicatad
j
tha curriculum from primary grades to university courses. The pre-j
paratory department of the university has three year courses, for
those wishing to enter the field of art, for those wishing to pre-
pare for work in the applied sciences, and for wishing to prepare
for the study of medicine. I
I
I
Diiring the year 1907 government officials emphasized the
I ia^ortance of educating women and some of the provinces established
girls' schools, not alone primary shhools but also normal schools,
|j
and women have been given government scholarships for study abroad.jj
In a conservative tanienc^ of education, the government
adopted an arrangement which inevitably put almost all the recog-
nized scholars upon the side of the existing order, with a curricu-*

lum which consisted almost wholly of the classics and which demand-
I
ed that reverence and even worship "be paid to Gonfaoius. The govern-
' QBut has made official life dependent upon scholarship. Later on
the degrees were added bat thay required more memorization worlc and
j
leas of development of the reasoning pa>wera. The 1900 uprising of
China awakened and gave an in^etus to ^gestern learning. The edaca- II
tional committee was called by one of the great men and a year later
he was given an iinperial decree and ordered tn addition to the uni-
]|
versit^, a junior college at the capitol, and an intermediate school
,
at each prefectural capitol, and an intermediate school in each
!
province and a primary school in every village.
!|
A commission wa^ appointed to devise a system of educa-
j|
i
ll
tion along western lines. At the present time oar government has
organized some free schools in the large cities for the children.
I
Western science is persevering in the universal industrial training
! of our children.
In our language an alphabet has been adopted and the man-
Idarin for the universal dialect of the nation. China has already
wakened to a realization of the need of placing her education upon
ii
I
a higher basis than the western nations.
j
I
IJheit will satisfy the nation is not mere book knowledge ^
of the theoretical sciences, philospphy and thBology of the west,
but if they only adopt Christianity as essential to their spiritual
nature and their moral culture, they will make a wider and deeper !

!uso of it than th<» otter nations.
|j
Plato distinctly as3f>rteu in <^fff=*ct that the proper nour-j
ishmmit of thg intell'^ct am passions ct^n no raor'=! take place vvithout
I;
I;
music than the proper functions of the stoinach and blood can be
performed without exercise. Aristotle affirms that music should bei
a great factor in education, for by expressing certain i:iabits of the
!i
soul, it ma^ coanuniCfcte tnern to sensitive listeners and ev^n incite
them to practice the actions which are the ccnseiiuences of the edu-
j|
cative valu*^ in its widest sense of nusic» l^aijoloon said, "Uusic,
of all arts, lias the greatest influence over the passions and the
legislature ou'^t to ^jive it tiie greatest encouragement." i
!IIhe future developnent of ausic in education, therapeutics,
and scientific researcn is hampereu by a lack of cooperation between
'I
the creative musician in the full ano untrammelled exercise of his
j
power with the teacher, the doctor, and the scientist. Tnus it is
j
that we find musictl education devoid of inspiration, musical
therapeutics d'^graded to the level of mere crankism and musical
science bereft of dynamic power,
The tendency of modem life is tov/ard the cooperation
of hitherto severed functions. The educationalist looks to the
artist for re-creative material. 'J?ne creative artist, no longer re^
^
maining at lefty altitudes on the levnl of inuglnation, tends to
offer tiie fruits of Ms artistic labors to tiie educationalist.
1 ^duOational Aspects of Music, J. H, Foulds, R 33; 219-25. 1921

Part II
PROPOSED LIQSIC CURiilCULUM FOR GHIi.'-\S51 SCHOOLS.

If knowlod,'^ or ability is to b'? gained, thPi spirit of
music should unfailingly be present to libarate thp mird, broad-^n
th« horizon, f":uick=>n th*^ m-^ntal grasp, and give to facts tne musical
applicatior a""'^ significance that alone confer upon them any claim
to yalue. Sensitiveness to aesthetic values for the sal© of th«
enrichment j.,nd elevation of the -luality of human life viiich such
response brings is the largest result to be attained.
ir>iq '^UcT-5f'«s of t>iou£cht ani feel ^nir out of wnich good
music springs are altogether desirable. Tney reflect a desire for
beauty, tliey reveal the spirit cf man in profound and universal
relations and impulses. In common with other arts end literature,
music tends to develop finer subjective life in the individual. In-
struction in music is not primarily vocational or professional; tne
aim, conscious or unconscious, should be for si;ch subjective influ-
ence.
Mr. W. S. Mat hews distinguished three appeals that
music makes. First, to the ear; "purifiea
,
crystallized sound", e
i
sensuous beauty wnl ch every musician demands always, Seccnd, an
i
appeal to the mind; depenoing upon memory, attention, perception of
! the relation of part to part f.nd beautiful tcnal discourse, I'nird,
the appeal to the soul as expressing mood, state of feeling, emotion.
Children in the elgmentary scnool should be taught to
value the beauty of tone and to secure it in their singing both for
the sake of their musical taste and for correct use cf their own.

voices. Ta^ short songs shoula hava gracQ of melody and simple
perfection of form, revealing grace and clarity of musical thinking.
The songs used will necessarily have mood or color but the moods
will be childlike and suould not attempt to cover the entire range
of moods which the music of the masters expresses. Many of these
must remain uncomprehenued until the individual approaches maturity.
Technically the pupil siiould learn by tne end of the eigntn ^.ear
almost all elementcry theory aid be able to sing at sight fluently
and in parts simple hymn tanea and to sing with enjoyment.
If we liave an adult public interested in eixl apprecia-
tive of the great music of the masters we must have iBstruction in
advanced phases of music. This instruction is appropriate and
practicable in high schools and to them properly belongs tiB task
of articulating the music in the elementary schools wita the en-
lightened musical xinderotanding end interest of the conminity.
,
Ihe value of music may be stated as follows: - First,
aesthetic nature and value. I|
(a) IChe endeavor to create beauty has ever been a part
of the life of man* In tone, he has wrought unceasingly to express
his vision of values that transcend the circumstantial and the
utilitarian and reach upward tov;Erd the absolute. The elevation of
ti
mood, the ptirifi ed di scemraent and the heightenea spiritual energy
which accompany all aestnetic exparience give it a value which
manldnd has long recognized.

(b) Muaic chBracteristically daela with broad fundamental
moods rather than spacific experiences and voices subjective revelation
ratner than objective delineation, iJecause it does tn.is it appeals
more than £ figure of speech to call it the "univeratil language."
(c) In music 13ie depths of man's emotional nature are !
reached, are quickened, and are made articulate. £he intensifica-
tion of feeling tends to energize the individual toward action and
that aesthetic feeling tends to lift tha plane of any resultant
action, 'i
(d) The effect of music is realized in a peculiarly .,vital
way when the individual himself talces part in the performance. It
is valuable as a socializing force.
Music has been called ••the most socisl of all ti» arts?
Few other experiences so quickly bring ©bout "jjDup feeling" as
ensemble singing or playing. The individual's speedy appreciation
of this fact should at least help in teacning him the lesson of ths
inierdepenaence of social relationships.
Music is one of the joys of social intercourse. To
tate part in the choral society of the city, to pl&y in the orches*
tra, to bp on© of the audience at concerts or other musical aifairs,
to contribute to the music of one's church, snd, last, to cultivate
music in tne family circle, mean happiness and enrichment of life.
Stuc^y of music of other times and other peoples, in-
volvii^ the peoples of many lands; the study of many influences
Ii
II
1^
li
!
i
wMcsh hava affected the development of muaic aid of the manj' waj's in
which music itself iiaa affectea world dovalopment; the stiady of
lives and works of the great composers as men of nigh ideals and
great achievement, reaijlt in a wider appreciation of the worth of
artistic achievements and of the people wno have made them and also
in a broadening of the 8t\xient*s interest ani sympathies to include
forms of talent and kinds of endeavor which he migrht otherwise hold
in small regard. Il
Musical performances iindoubtecily bring as many people
together as anj' single agency and in this way become a valuable
asset in the civic life of ti» ©oramunity. If muaic has tne power
to imbue individualistic persons with social consciousness and thus
make them over into a more useful type of citizen then we surely nave
i
la social force of much importance.
I
j
It is valuable in the worthy use of leisure. More
specific attention should perhaps be airected to the fact that as
modem industrial conditions seem to be demanding shorter and
shorter days of labor the exceedingly complex sociological problem
looms up as to the disposal to be made of the increasingly longer
periods of leisure. This period of leisure should be so utilized
as to uplift and not degrade the individual. Music is one of the
most potent and one of the most available agencies for bringing
about such an end. 2he power of music in this respect is greatly
increased when the individual himself ta'tes part in a musical per-
I!
I
I
I
I
i'
I:
I
i
I
j
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I
I
jformanc® even if cnly on the plane of amateur proficiency*
Music has value es a vocaticnal subject. It has great
value as a high school subject from a vocational standpoint. An army
of persona are engaged in the music profession in this country; fr.c' •
approximately six hundred million dollars ere spent annually for
'musical porformancea and In musical education. This money is going
more and more to native bom teachers and performers. Music should
be recognized as an important vocational subject tnd reaso table
provision for training in it should be made by his^i schools. i
The group of little interested and the non-musical
I
pupils, including probably the largest number under present condi-
^ tions, consist of pupils who take no interest in music. In vmose
families music has had no place, and those who consider themselves
as lacking both in musical talent and in ability to enjoy music.
i
Music trains the sense for Jaeeuty. The wcrd"art" and
"literature" mean nothing whatever in China. This condition is due
in most cases to lack of inclination. '7e, like other people, do
|
I what we like to do. No real attention is paid in our childhood in
j
j
the cultivation of a love of the beautiful; very little attention
j
is paid to it in the eaucational institutions whero we are trailued.
Hherefore, we grtw up and enter upon life with a disultary liking
for music, with distinct lack of appreciation for poetry and with
j
j
elmoat no Interest in painting or sculptiare. The capacity for
understanding any loving great books, painting, and music has to
1
grow with our growth and cannot be postponed to anothor season* Tha
average man is supposed to have no time for these thin^^s. H» has
tine bat he refuses to turn it into culture. Darwin's statera«it
describes his early love for poetry and music and final less of
these capabilities through neglect. He says "Loss of these tastes is
a loss of happiness and may possibly be injurious to the intellect and
I
more probably to the moral oi-iaraoter oy enfeebling the emotional part
of our nature. The intellect of man in itself is never sufficient.
Feeling or emotion is half of knowledge.
In the perception. Second, music is the purest form of beauty. 't
Third, music is th» only form of beauty by means cf which very young
children can be educated because it is the only form accessible to ii
li
them. Beauty is th=» centrdl element in physics, in mathematics.
in astronomy, in chemistry. There is the sara^ perfection of order
I
and sequence, the same corl^dation of forces, tlio same attraction
of matter whicn operates in the fine arts, bringing about what we
I
call "painting", "sculpture", "poetry", and "music". Th=> whole of
natur's is a postulate of this doctrine and there is no st-'bject from
kindergarten to college which may not be taught in accord with it.
There is a rhythm of beauty in all things animate tnd inanimate and ji
endless variety around a central unity. Everything tat^ht to
j
children can be tau^t as beauty and if it is not so taught its very
essence must dissolve and disappear.
The beauty of music in the highest sense is seen, f5rst
The vaJue of singing . The psychologist says, "the
Music and Life. - - Thomas V/hitney iiur^tto.

prime end of musical education is to train the sentiments to make
children feel nature, religion, counti^, home, duty, to guarantee
!
sanity of the heart out of which are the issues of life." The
beatji which the soul of man craves cannot be bro-nght to little
children in literary form because they crnnot read or thsir know-
I
!
ledge of words id too limited. It cannot be brought to them in the
j
form of painting because they are not sufficiently aeveloped. In
fact, their power of response is exoeeaingly limited in most direc-
tions* I'ney can neither draw nor paint, nor write, nor read, sc that
jthls beauty which we value so highly seems shut out from them. This
were so but for music. By siqgi ng and by singing only, can a littlejl
child of five come in contact with e. pure and perfect form of beauty.
i
I
Music preserves in childron tnat ideality which is one of the most
precious possessions of childhood and wMch we would fain keep in
after life, the love of flowers, and animtJs. The prims object,
then, of musical education for children, is to develop their sensi-
bilities so to raeke them love and understand the best music.
I
i
f Current metnods of teaching. In the teaching of songs
I
without notation, the whole stress cm be laid on fundamentals -
first, a sense of rjtiytlim. In the development of music, rhythm came
befor'^' m»^lody, as m«lody cams before harmony. The beginning of tJe
|
musical training of children should consist in marching, or clappiiig
hands to music played by the toacher. Aesthetic movement to music,
aesthetic dancing, is one thing; a musical education is another. A|
child or an adult is asked to listen to a pioce of raiusic and then
]
flection, cultivating the memory for musical phrases and melodies,
disciplining* the senses, enlar-^ing the scope of tiie imagination,
and
nurturing the senses of beauty, are the means/the objects of miisical
education for childr-^^n.
Ideals of Public Scnool -Education . No on^ can be saidj
to be euucated \mo f&^ Is to apprehend that unification of all niatter,
of all thouglit, of all s ensati on, tliat narnony in things wnich
brings into relation<?hip l speck of dust and a star, the individualJ|
and the cosmos. The very thing we feel most in educoticr as in
ev**^vthing «»lse is that beauty raeans sequence, order, and hamony;
beauty relates things to each ether, i^j^tiplles arithmetic by i|
geography, ob^'ectp by sounds, acts by feelings.
Poet rjr e:q)resses itself in vvcrdc and words can be pun-
ctuated and parsed and scanned and, above all, words provide mater-l
i
ial for ex-^ninati on. One cannot do any of these things 7/ith music,^
for it consists in mere sounds meaning nothing thtt anyone can find
out. 7/e uc alio.v music to enter a corner cf our euucational Banct-
uery and th^^n we slam the door on her and leave her ttiere until the
time we expect her to come forth at graduation exercises. New Year's
programs, etc. T.i<=i officials attend these exercises and listen to
the children of our children. They love and enjoy it, yet do nothing
whatever for thA muxic. 3o many of them ask - T'j&t can be accom-
pli sned by music? "Singing is not necessary as a factor of life." '
••Music is of little importance in a work-a-day v«)rld". So argue
the school men wiio want results, as they c£il 1 then. Ihere are very
[|
Proceedings for 1914 Series. Newton.
I(
few people who see music as an inportaUt part in education, hxat most
of them, being in themselves unconscious of its power and of its
lvalue, only accept it because oth-^rs reccomencl it.
|
Stjidy the history of rausic and you will find that music
has fulfilled and satisfied; tmt great men nave given expression
tn their ideas through it, V/hen this training has been completed
I
a man or a woman has access to a '."/hole wrld of beauty, ^11 tiiis
the average man does not see; nor cen i t be expected - for he him-
self has never experienced it. But he should be convinced by the
phenomena of the large number "vho derive enjoyment and stimulation
from great music, by the persistence of their love for it.
ii
I propose then, first, that we examine the claims of
music OS a subject to be taight in our puolic gcvemment schools.
Second, tnet we examine prevailing methods of teecning it, Xhird,
that we investigate the results now obtained and finally, that we
I
suggest ways of bettering the situation,
I
I
The value of music in Public Schpol education . The
jj
hope of our country; is in the young to whom music is of inestimable
value. In the first place music supplies the only means of brings
ing young children into actual and intimate contact v/ith beauty. In
the kindergarten or in the early grades of public schools and our
day schools children are capable of singing and love to sing simple
songs within their limited scopt. In music children find a natural
means of expression for that inherent quality of idealism which is
Plftce of iklujBio in Child's ^iducation - M.M.Watson, 11, Home Prog.
|
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a part of txasir nature. V/iian children sing together their natures
are disciplined wnile each child at the sanB time expresses its own
individuality. Activity of ear, eye, &v6 minf? tqgeth^r tends to
cultivate quickness of decision and accuracy of thinking. In the
matter of rhythmic coordination alone music justifies itself*
Hhythraic movements to music have long since come to be recognized
as a means of mental and physical development. AIJ sorts of inter-
esting aid stimulating exercises can be used in connection with the
teaching of songs to little children, and any one who has watched SL
child's development thzroxigh intelligent instruction in singing ard
in rhythmic exercises must have realized how keen its perception
becomes and now valuable tc its general intelligence the training
is. I|
i!
Singing beautiful songs prepares children by the best
possible ^neana for an intelligent understanding of the compositions
of the great rnsstors, for lack of vaiich preparation many adults
never comprehend them, ©le educational administrator wno denies a
great composer the distinction he gives to a great writer is going
against the testunony of generations of cultivotec) ani educated
peopb ell over the world and, moreover, is tacitly acknowledging
that he believes greatness to be a matter of mere outward expression
There is every reason for giving music a reel place in
the cuiiricialtim. You cannot give an examination in it and give an
A* or an A- for titB child to take home proudly to its parents on a
Music and Life Swulte.

certain day at a cartain hour. You cannot find out by a set test
j
wiiet ti» child has gained of the "beautiful tning we call music. A
child iiaa it in its heart and soul. The result you hope to gain
conv'^ists chiefly in a love of good music and a Joy in singing it, a
result that is likely to affect the happiness of the child ail it8|j
life long. 2?he \'*i0le tendency of singing in schools has been to
civilize the cnild and to make it happy and to help its physical
! and mental coordination. Yet people deny the value of musical
||
j
I training and refuse to give it a real place in our curriculum. Sue
Off rid is merely a place of eating and drinking, of mechanical routine
of facts, rhere are to be no drearns ; flowers and brooks, and
! mountains, the ^y, birds, soi^gs, and the whole fantasy of life are
nothing, i3eautlful objects in which the eye delights, beautiful
,|
sounds that fill the soul with happiness and create for us a per-
fect world of our ovm are useless because they won't submit to ex-
amination in June ana cannot be made to figure in a diploma. Con-
y
aider how many young people graduate from our institutions of leam-
j
j
in g with nothing much but a diploma. V/ouli it not be of great value
j
to the children if they were taught to see and to hear vividly and
intelligently, to be alive to all beautiful subjects and to love
f
ij
a few beautiful poems, to iiave the beginning of a taste for liter-
ature, to be able to sing fine songs, to talc pert in choral sing- !
ing? Do not all great things establish relationship and do not all
little things accentuate differences? What education is bettor
than that which unifies the individual with the universal? Is not

tMs whole world of fine literature, painting, sculpture, and music in
I
the very highest sense then an education to the individual.
She greatest difficulties connected with school music
teaching is the inability' of the teacher to teach music. She reason
is that th9 training giv«n to th^m when they wer^^ on schools may
have been quit" inadequate. Singing ir- tr -entirely natural art forjl
any human being v/ho begins it in c2iildhood and pursues it through
youth. I am looking forward to the day when we shall all sing. I
jj
am constantly b«ing told that the great thing in the education of
, children is to give themselves ©agression. If so, v/e must loolc to
' the Ncimal Schools for tola improvement in the ability of our teachers
to teach music properly. Teachers take so much pride in the capacity
j
of their children to sing at sight instead of being interested in
I
a mow important thing, namely their ability to sing a beautiful
piece of music and particularly their joy in doing so. Many teachers
have forgotten that music is a thing of beauty and that the only
way to keep it alive in a child's iisart is tc teach tne (thild to
sing beautiful songs. The best music with which tc train the
li
young children is our Chinese iiothfr Goose, but in fine simple tunes
with the suitable words for our kindergarten.
The classes are too large, with sometimes fifty in a
class. The music lesson period is too short, fly mture, habit,
and association there is really nothing in our musical life in
China.
1* Place of liuxic in Modern Life -» F. Young, Living Age, 269:
30-8. Ap. 1 'li,
2. What a little knowledge of Music means. ^. Paderwaki. woman'
3

express in motion what it f«els.
I
What should cshildren sing? Anything good enough v;hich
I
lis attractive at first hearing? In the music books provided for
j
Ikindergarden and for home singing there is Lin enulebs series of poor,
vapid, ove]>- sweet melodies which children, hungry for any music, will
I
'sing readily r«nough, for lack of better. The best possible thing is
I
for children to hear no harmonies at all for some time but to sing
entirely unaccompanied, for childrens* song lies in its own rhythmic
and melodic independence and if it depends on an accompaniment for
jits rhythm it is ,iust so much a poor song. Thiis is the best way for
'children to reproduce correctly the metre and th5 rhythn, the pitch,''
I
and the contour ol" the melody.
The real goal. Ho.v caa children be taught music itself?
By what process is it possible for them to become musical? Obvious-
ly, througii personal experience and contact with good music end witl||
good music only; by singing beautiful scnga tc train the ear and
•Kaken the taste for music; by learning hew to listen intell ignntlji
;
by le'^ming tc play fcood n\;sic on some instruments. Intelligent
j
listening tc music is such listenir"? -/njp.h comprises a complete
'absorption o'^ all the elements ^n the musis itself. It is not en-
i
ough to onjoy the tuTie alone for melody is only on-* means of ex-
rreasircn. I'he He'*'en*»r must be Al^ve t*^ 'T^otric -no rnvtn"'ic foi^a H
fcrms, to melodies combined in waich is called "counter-point", to
,
that disposition of ttie various themes, narmonies, and other elements
I
^^^^J^ggg^^^'tg Xoj^lgLj^^ QbaarYation« aiaorimination. re-
Teach Children New Method. - C. J.L.Clarke , 11 Strand (Lund)
44:650-3. D*12
,

Heligion and the Art of Muaic * ThB social power of the
institution of public worship is not wholly d '•pendent on preaching
j
nor on any other one element. It is ratiier due to the intimate
blending in varying proportions and relations of several elements
r
all of which are important both in themselves and for whr.t they
j|
symbolize and suggest, 'fnere are constituent elements in public
worship that give it its social pojver. iluBic is one and a powerful
one, one that the thoughtful observer can never safely neglect or
despise. Personal ignorance of music or prejudice against it may dis-
tort the views of single investigations, but tne great historic ^'
fact remains that music has been continuously and universally of the
greatest service to r«^ligion in accomplishing its work in society
through the specific means of public v.'orship. Music occupies this
place of jDwer and honor not by any accident or because of any audacity
on its part, but because the church has been nurturing and training
it for this service. Heligion has done much for music and music in
is
return has surely done mucn for religion, 'i'iie general fact/that bejj
tween miisic and religion as social institutions there is a conspi-
cuous coanection so that the social power of public -.'worship is due
to music as one cf its main constituents. Now, if this porver of
music in public worship exists, it must grow out of some power in
music to reach the individuals of which society consists. Nothing
is socially influential that i^ not first of all personally influen^l
tial. Music would never have been no magnified and honored as a
Home Oorapanion. 40: 54- 0'13.
4
method of religious expression and impression as it has been, if it
did not have peculiar p-^rsonal values to those .vho produce it and to
those who hear it.
Hymns and Hyrm'-sin^in^ for the service . T7e oti^ht to
develop musical functions in a highly artistic way and give them
great prominence in our service so tix^t crov/ds could come frcn far
and n^^ar to hear thera. It is fitted to serve in three general pur-
poses; first, it is gkp of the best methods by wnich a canp:-ny of
people can offer both praise and prayer tc God as c meens of social
v/orship. Seconci , it Is a reactive force on tnose .vho engage in it,
helping them to define and crj^atalllse their religious thought, sti~
mulating their religious sentiments and often rousii^ by suggestion!]
positive religious ambitions. It is a means -of spiritual self-cul-
tura* Third, it not only drav/s many perpcns into a form of united
•, action ao as to declare their act\aal syrapatny and strength in their
I sense of real brotherhood, but at the same time there is exerted
1
taroign it the spiritual influence back and forth among thoso who
thus act in concert. ji
I
Hymn singing is largely intended to be utterance of '
worship to God. God has the right to be worshipped with the best
I
we have or can secure even if the process of getting and bringing
it costs ua scmething. If it costs nothing it means nothing, ^very
^ item of worship is on offering of joy and devotion to Him tnd its
worthiness is to be measured by what it means to ti« offerer.
-
\\
- h
Musical Ministries - Selden Pratt

' Educational effort should be brought to bsar viiere it
will do th? most good. It should not be confined simply to the older
j
people. Children and young folks have ouick aTjpreciation and few
!
prejudices. Other things being equal, the Sunday School is gener-
I
i ally the most promising place in which to work out and teach progres-
sive hymnodic ideas especially on the musical side. The Young People's
societies can do the whole life of tiTs parish good by sometimes tak-
ing Tip h^'.mns and tunes as a special object of study, doing regular
work upon them and undertaking sg^etematic reading about them, Oc-
casionally devoting whole meetings to them and cultivating a real
ambition to excel in the knowledge of them. Special clasp.'^s or '!
clubs can some tine be organized for such study And in this w?^ value
gained in the pp rsonal interest of both young and eld aid in direct-
ing their thoughts to tljB highest themes. Let the sinfdng constant-!
ly be shown to have a definite intellectual and spiritual basis andjj
I
it will prove to have in it a principle of genuine vitality to de-
velop interest in the exercise by proceeding from the hymns to the
I
ll
tunes rather than from the tunes to the hymns.
The spirit of the choir is importcnt. The members must
be cordial and sympathetic, animated by a sincere desire to encour-
age activity on the v&tt of the congregation. Musical people are
necessarily sensitive. IVxpy cainot be good musicians without nav-
I
ing ^uick and warm feelings. Tlieir art requires the expenditure of
no small amount of the choicest energies of mind and heart. Tne
choral work bjTings into the lives some trang of a refining influence
!
iI
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1
li
i
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j
1
1
that cannot be had in eny other wey; as tiey sro out to battle with
the world after their high school days, tney will 3D0k back upon the
hours spent in tai s study with only the prreatest pleasure. They may
have forgotten much that thoy learned of chemistry, physics, and
the other subjects but the hours spent with the masters of great
music will reiiEin with thm until the end of their days. Y/hy? Be-
cause this is the one subject which iias appealed to and entered into
their very souls and quickened them morally and spiritually. So,
let UP put strong courses in our ground schools and ouild them up to
the High Schoclf IZhen we will iiave accomplished much toward rais-
ing up a generation of music lovers in China.
Commun i ty mua ic
.
By community music I raeaa music in
which all the people of a community take part. Music which is pro-
i
duced by certain members of the cormunity for the benefit and pleas-
ure of others and the best music, ^ile actually performed by pdd '
artists, is never- the -less somehow expressive of the will of the
'I
community as a wnole.
jj
At the theatre music is p^^rforaed to a ceaseless hum of
II
conversation or v/hile people ere entering and leaving Ouring such
times only trivial music is usually played ijut this only makes th*
situation worse because after all it passes as music. Real music
activity in the average small community is limited to a very small
number of its inhabitants. Only a few people sing. A much smaller
||
number play some musical iiatrument. Most of us raatolittle music of
Ii
i
I
I
I
I
I
our own. What ^ delightful *»lemont in family life is tme gathering
together of young and old to join in singing. How few families cul-J
tivata this custom. Very few parents, wnether tney tneraselves care
for it or not, realize that their cnildren would enjoy it and be I'
helped by it. Why should not such parents begin it at once aad be
encouraged or evei taught by theit children until all cai sing to-
|
gether heartily and well. la it not worth -uihile T)r9seytng the rausi-!
cal sense of childr'^n so that when they reach our age they will not
be as helpless as v^e are.
|j
Music as a social force. Wnat does singing mean to
the individual? First, it rackes articulate something within him
wnich never finds expression in words or acta. Second, it permits
ihira to create beauty instead of standing outside it. Third, it not
only gives him an intinate familiarity with some great compositions
|j
but it accustoms them to the technique by means of v/hich music
expresses itself. V/e ieam to make melodic lines, to add a tone which
!
I changes tiie whole character of a chord. They learn how thenas are
disposed in relation to one another, iiiey come into intimate contact
iwith the actual materials of the art by handling them. It is the
key to tile knowledge and understanding of anything. One cannot under-
stand life, or love, or hate, or objects, or ideas until one has
^ known them oneself. Singing has the profound psychological advantage
of giving active issue to that love of beauty which is entirely pass-
ion.
' She beet kind of^ social uplift would be something that==
I(I
'flDuld maloa p«?ople happier. 15i9 real uplift 16 of the soul, not of
our body, 30 lp»t a rift of beauty pierce the dull scene. Let us
seek and have a taste of heaven now. In music everybody makes his
own heaven at the tiiae.
I
Whet i-3 the present need of China? Leaders, educated
musicians wno have learned the technique of their art and at the
sane time learned to understand and appreciate thp f^'^atest music.
J
I am convinced that our chief need is to make music oiirselves. Un-
der right conditions we should enjoy doing so. All of art is close-
ly related to the sum of human consciousness.
I
I
i
I Proposed rausid curriculiim in the Methodist schools .
i
~
Purpose and Principles . It is very important tliat Chine have a
musical education because the mental training, the social solidarity,
I
'I
'the appreciation of art and beauty in life, urvi tne spiritualizing
of churcn and religious life all depend a great deal upon music.
Moreover it is a safe outlet for the excesses of youth end childhood.
I
Music in some form, piano, voice, victrola, opera,
symphony, should be made possible for everyone. There should be
specialized courses for tuose majoring in secular, public, or com-
munity music; specialized courses also for cnurch and Sunday Scnool
worirors and ministers. Liberal ^rt sttcl^nts snould riave a course of
^general appreciation and of xiistory of music. School spirit is al-
ways desired. 2he school programs such as graduation, musical re-
citals, patriotic exercises, all furnisn excellent opportunities for

clovelopment tiirougii the raeciiiim of music of tnis scnool spirit whicn
is 80 much dosirad.
J.tu3ic and its correlation with pa^antry and worship
and pictures * Music wiien used in correlation with pageantry or
pictures tends to produce a spiritual atmosphere. Pageantry becomes
more real, vivid aixi impressive; th= tention is lessened when music
is employed. Worsiiip would ui_rao8t cease to be vcrahip for many
people if tile element of music was removed from the service. I'riere-
fore we correlate music and worship. Our people are very fond of
pictures. If music is used with pictures to emphasize their meaning
I feel tnfLt pictures would cease to be merely a work of art and be-
come a vital message to their souls.
IChere should be public music for student assemblies and
for festival days. Hymns to GontXjcius should be sung tnrough the
University by uollege students, with the University units. Conserva-
tion of our old Chinese music such as melodies and instrumental music
shouia be cared for. T he values in the old music, ri-iythm, repeti-
tion, show more individualistic escpression, and it will be more im*^
portant for us to develop what we have had for hundreds tvd hundreds
of years.
The new system of music for China should be based upon
the old system rather than adapting the western form,
4 nev/ system of mxisic for a new Cnina . T^q modem art,
the new political and industrial life, certainly effect tne new sy-
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stem* Our laborers used to work for iioiira without any recreation. !
Kow they oo have some leisure time for recreation and to enjoy music.
!]?h9refore, the community singing of national hymns is a very necessary
tMng for the present situation. The gathering togeth'^r of yotingj and
of old to join in singing of these national hymns is one of the great-
est means we have to develop national consciousness. The new nation-
al consciousness through singing of ijatriotic hymns, music on public;
occasions through bands, ell will help to create the type of enthus-
laan so necessary in the present crisis of China,
tne best kind of social life v/ould be something that made people 'I
!i
happier. The real life is of the soul, not of tne boay j for tnis
reason it is trje dul^ as well as txie privilege of tne school to teach
music in such a way that people will not find happiness unless they
have tne best music.
I
j' Lantern slides with pictures illustrating hjmms and
songs should be provided for the evening recreation that mind, the
weary body, and souls nay be rested by the music. The special Duild-
ing for motion pictures should be most attractive and located close (I
to the indxi atrial centers.
This western educational system, no doubt, will be a
splendid thing for our needs inasmuch aa we am use its pedagogical
principles to develop our own music system.
1
Music for Religion . Music in religion should relieve
the barreTmess of Church and Sunday School worship. The se mon has
Speeding up of life will demand social intercourse and

53
been considered tlie supreme part of the service. For this reason we
need nnisic to furnish an epportunity fcr self ejcpressior. in worshipjl
^very minister, religions edticator, all missionari'^a, need to "kno-;/
this new approach in teachii^g Christianity.
I2he l<^adera in the development of music need to reach
through praise, prayer, hymns, anthems, the beautiful in langua,ge,
art, aai symbolism, a unity and progress in vjcrship. iJesides all
that has been mentioned a new architecture is needed for our Christian
^churches, to lead our people to realize the Lord whom we worship
is the Lord in tne beauty of holiness and not the one whom they have
worshipped at the temple, one of fear and ugliness. Everywhere the jl
i!
great demand is for Christian teaching and the best way for this
teaching to proceed is through art, music, pictures, and drama.
Chinese people, as a nation, were bom with a natural love along these
lines more than any other nation of the world but for some years tney
Imve been handicapped. Now it is the time for thorn to develop and
II . li
jjinakd progress.
! Curriculum fcr gheplogical Schools end Mission Schools .
A model chapel service primarily for worship should b?^ arrangea. Our
jjpeople do not, wiien coming into the ch&pel, have the concentrateu
heart and mind or the spiritual idea. This is due to th? building.
The pipe organ, with hymn bocl;;'^, with choir, and processional and
recessional with fecial music are very important tnings for the
iPhurch. "Everyone could feel that he is a part of the church because
_
he tales part in the singing and tie meeting; will maan mora tn hip^ fig

a restilt. One of the great men wrote in his address that r.Tusic is
the second sermon at the Uhurch. One of the raissionaries on the
fielu says "If anyone who has no desire to help in singing at the
Church or at any service is present, it is knovm for sure that he
h£8 the evil thoughts wmch prevented his singing." Creative works
through the chapel service by evolution of forms of worship, of
prayer, and new hymns aid in wrship. So many people do not liave all
desire for tiie sorvice but come to iha church only for the benefit
^
of the singing. Years ago w^hen I was worthing in evangelistic work,
we spend much time calling in homes to invite people to come and
bring their v/ork with them. 'Ve were turned dov,!! time after time.
li
We discovered that as soon as we started the music, the music carried
i
its own message far bett^^r than could we. It really' reached and
jj
drew the people in as fast as I can tell. In not more than ten min-
utes th9 house was full with the hungering souls longing for the
music*
' Required courses for £ll graduating students. A study
of hymns, their history, their content for worship and the proper
interpretation, inclxjding the a, ii. C.'s of hymn singing, pitching a
tone without organ or pitch pipe, leading hymn singing, first princi-
ples, the results of studies an^ clinic, .Till lead every minister as
he leaves a theological school to become a lover of hymns anu to knov/
,,how to use the hymns in the right places. He could become a leader
|j
of congregational singing and a singer himself if tnis were humanly
possible. A, sjudy of the principles^f vao rship, both i 1qjlJ±l9 Ghurcli

and Ohurcli achools should be retiuired. Ttiay should be recuired to
atudy thfl psycshologj' of worship, how to train the emotions, public
worship in the free churches and the principles of building 7,crship
programs, mai^eriala and forms v/ith which to work making the service
of worship impressive end beautiful that it might make the service
of worship expressive, ffiiey should be taught how to organise a
cnapel choir and advanced class in singing for tiiose v/ho are advanced
in nnasic. They should do creative work of our own music, by trans-
lating tne old Chines'^ hymns and forms of writing new Chinese hymns,
by writing some new instrumental music, athletic songs, yells, and
recreational study for our schools.
The curriculum should provide for the teaching of the
use of pictures in teaching a lesson in relisjion to the elementary
sieging class, ^he picture is fundamentally a teacning asset, every
teacher having the fundamentals of picture technique at her commend
^1
The use of pageantry and symbolism in t^acning relifcclon .
3Eh9 Chinese as a nation have a love for festivals, parades, and
pageants with costume. When these are going on the places are so
crowded with people that if good raiisic could be combined with action
much could be accomplished.
|
Ttm teacning of the Bible through vivid plays, costuming
and lighting will make a deeper impression on our people than to teach
the Jiible only, 'rhe religions truths would be more easily understood
and clearer to them, leaving a spiritual tnought in their minds. If
tian schools only v/ould use more pageantry in ttigi^r teach-
j|

ing, I dar« to prophesy that more p'=»opl« will bee one Christian men
and women and devote their lives in the service of the Christian
Church. The teaching alone is deeper thcji they can reach or digest.
For this reason the teaching of tne jible through playa would seem
very necessary. I{
A service without music or with pocr music seems to have
lost its life arri spiritual activity. Nd) matter how good the sermon'i
is, if there is poor music everything seems wrong. On the other hand,
if the seraon is poor and ther« is good music it certainly will liftjj
up ths service. Music and the sermon cannot be seoarated and this
li
'
I!
may bo applied to any kind of social and recreational life. Sie
weary mind hears the gooa music and feels revived; sick people hear
good music and forget their pain and sorrow. Music lifts up from
ii
any kind of circumstance.
II
Christian services, therefore, ought to prepare hymns,
folk songs, instrumental solos and y^uartetts and cnoruses for every
Icind of occasion and require of every one who is doing Christian work
voice training and diction to develop strength and ease, There is
great need for power of voice, clarity of utterance, and musical
quality of tone in churches and out-of-door meetings. Akin to early
j
Christian centuries, music ought to increase in size ani elegance as
|!
j;h© building of places for worship increase.
All Christian leaders, at home, should enter with spirit
into the singing of folk songs in festivals. A (Jerman pastor was a
1
Ileader in olden days, directing the music for tlie village festivals,
Ijin fun aid frolic, melting the Svuaday down into the week, until it
ran all ever into the home life, into business, into social pleasures,
into war, into the intimacies of life - reli^^on for the year not only
I
for the special occasion. |l
As far as I nave been able to ascertain there are no
Chinese folk songs, old or n^w, unless "Mother (joose" songs might
Jbe considered under this catagory. In our Chinese music '.v»^ are II
gradually adopting western folk songs, such as "2he Old Folks at
Home".
II
^Practically every nation has her folk stngs whicji are
a worthy contribution to any other nation. Folliwing is a list of
those indispensable from all people and all centuri'?3.
j|
"All Thrargh ttie Night" - Welsh prayer at Bedtimo.
il
"A Merry Life"- Neopolitnn rhythmic song of joy.
"Mine "^yes have se«n the CJlorj'" - Peace song for all ,i
.
the world
||
"Volga Boataan's Song" - Russia's song of the Water.
"Annie Laurie" - Scotch Love song.
"Steal away to Jesus" - Kegro spiritual
"Silent Kight" - Grerrran Christmas Song.
"0, No John, No." - ISnglish song of humor.
"The Jasmine flowr" - Chinese fold sot^g - t^nglish
style)
I have selected this list as typical of social songs
beca; se I believe the songs contain sentiments, thought, aspirations.
{

and idsas comnon to all peoplf^. ©i© a) ngs have within them the
power to stir tine heart aiici raal® one feel tiM oxp'^rience portrayad
within tho soni^ as a personal oxperinnca.
Secular music in public schools is a blend of the
English and American systems. jChe tonic sol - fa, and staff nota-
tion, graded instruction by means of charts, slides, ear training,
and the victrola ou^t to be adopted into the schools of Bhina.

PABT III
CONCLUSION
i
ii
Ohinese music can hardly be saqplained in words but,
generally speaking, it represents the spirit of variety, t/e spirit
j
of the ocean of life, spirit of tis feflection of light a^d shade
' over things th£t are in incessant motion. Chinese music is a simple
strain of melody. It is not the harmony of various voices and
instruments.
j
The language of music speaks to us in harmonies and
melodies, ©loy are its words aiad we often translate them into ideas
' of o\:ir own. LaiTguage expresses the same thing by means of several
combinations of different so"unding v/ords. Musical ti-iemea, combina-
tions of melodious sounds mjiy be able to bear several interpretations.
Chinese pictures concern color end arouse sensations
and are considered by tJie western aesthetics to be characteristic of
the emotional. Chinese art comes from caligraphy, combined with flat,
slightly Goloretl spaces thct intensify ani give charm to the harmony
I
of line and make tnpi line intimately expressive of form.
Women's condition in China. Years ago woman was
treated as as different from man as is earth from neaven. Never
could they attain full equality with man. 'J]he aim of female educa-
tion, therefore, is perfect submission, not cultivation and the de-
velopment of the mind. Now Christian education for women and girls
has spread and it is carriea into a large part of the nation, giving
our girls 'an education in the art of living. "
j
IChe Chinese regard the notes of the sacred music, not
_J fron the melodic point of view but as detached sounds, each one of
I
wilich is daalt out at leista** by the various rittisl Instruments and
so is dwelt upon by tlw worshipp-^rs as a symbolical utterance.
By nature mnd habit and association then is really
nothing in our musical life in China. First we have to teach
our people to love the best music; second we must train tnom to
read enough to satisfy al 1 demands likely to be trade in that direc-
tion in after life. One of tm American poets, Sidney Lanier, says,,
"Music is love in search of a word". By this he meant that the best
spiritual thought love could require avd also have been affirmed of
hope and peace and joy and all oth'^r coordinal senti^.ents of the
\\
inmost spiritual life is e^^ressed. She most ancient poets of China
speak of music as t'as "echo of v/isdom", tm manifestation of the !
loves of heaven, "the mistress and mother of virtue". i
Music can b-^ made to develop our ability to associate
ideas, gives us the power of discrimination between matters of fine
distinction, malws it possible for us to develop our powers of con-
centration and attention. It is valuable in the development of
matvire skill nnd sensory eeactions which ar« in part mental activitfes.
It is through music that we can create interest in many other subjects.
Music C£Ji serve the community by establishing a better
civic life. We deal with the cnildren w/io are to be tbo future
citizens and if we can prepare then in such a that they will
benefit by the "^od. spirit wnich seems to have prevailed we will be
benefitting the future community. i
II
I
Today music is used in coopsratlve toil. We find that
til© personnol and welfare departrnerts of many factories t-nd shops are
usin5 music as a part of the oi^anlz.od plan to procur" more efficient
results. "Sings" before and betwe->n the hours of work and concertsii
before and after and during work hours play an important part in
many corporations today,
j
1 have said that the nw system of music for China
should be based upon the old system instead of adapting the western'
fonn. ffiie leaders in tnis new development of music need to reacn
throiigh pr4ise, prayer, hymns, anthems, the beautiful in language,
art, and symbolism, a unity and progress in -worship. I have refer-
red to a curricula for ^neological schools and Mission schools and
to required courses for ell graduating. Th« curriculum cf schools
should provide for the teaching of the use of pictures, the use
of pageantry and symbolism in teaching religion. Social songs as
folk sor^s ought to be adopted in the school.
Tne music used in the church sjtiould be of the highest
quality. It should be written by the best composers. True vocal
music is the perfect expression of words, their raaning, and tl*»ir
spirit. Ohorcil music is the expression of tne f'^elings of a whol'"
body ftnd is, therefore, inpersonal irnd best adapted for showing
forth and assisting the vr r^ ip of the Church.
li
ij
Music as a part of the curriculum cf religious
education offers a peculiarly diffici^lt problem. Nc other fern of

©apression can tala th© place of music in creatirg a spirit of
reverence 'ant devotion or in inducting an attitude of worship and
in inspiring religious feeling and emotion.
Ii!
1•
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